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t he j o urn al as f un ct ion al art ®

Paperblanks is Turning 25!
A HISTORY OF INNOVATION AND DESIGN
We created our ﬁrst Paperblanks collection in 1992. Our original catalogue was a simple
“line list” of journals, and over the years we have grown this into a dynamic and colourful
publication featuring not only journals, but address books, dayplanners and personal
storage boxes. For twenty-ﬁve years we have been committed to bringing craftsmanship
and beauty to the personal and simple objects of everyday life. Celebrating art that has
inspired and enthralled through the ages, we combine innovative bookmaking, timeless and
elegant designs, and careful handiwork with environmental integrity and social
responsibility to create the ﬁnest products available.

OUR SILVER ANNIVERSARY BRINGS A NEW CATALOGUE LOOK
This year at Paperblanks we are making big changes to the way we introduce our new
releases and showcase our existing collections. For the ﬁrst time in twenty-ﬁve years, we
are printing four quarterly publications – a main catalogue in January followed by three
supplements – making this the ﬁrst ever April catalogue supplement! This new supplement
contains information on limited edition releases, specialty displays and other new products
not introduced in the January catalogue.

THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT
We have come a long way from the humble beginnings of our ﬁrst catalogue. Today, we
have oﬃces in Kyoto, Dublin, Sydney and our hometown of Vancouver, and we are proud
to oﬀer Paperblanks products around the world. One thing that remains constant is our
commitment to oﬀer you a catalogue ﬁlled with an ever-expanding selection of products
featuring international art and design. We hope you enjoy our new catalogue experience
and are as inspired by what the future holds as we are.

Thank You for Joining Us on This Wonderful Journey
|
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Tracy Walker’s
Animal Friends
art of the north
Here is art that shows just how profound charm
can be.
Our Tracy Walker’s Animal Friends journals are the
second in our Paperblanks collection featuring the
work of Canadian artists. Tracy’s illustrations have
graced the pages of the New York Times and a host
of products including stamps, labels and greeting
cards, as well as delightful infographics and
fabulously playful papercuts and shadowboxes.
Elephants, foxes, robins, whales and ﬁsh receive
vivid homage here in images rendered in audacious
and appealing colours. Tracy Walker’s work
combines a folk-art naiveté with a timeless midcentury feel, as well as wondrous detail that is sure
to elicit smiles upon closer inspection.
The artist hails from Uxbridge, Ontario, a town
known as “the trail capital of Canada,” and ﬁnds
inspiration in everything from objects on the forest
floor and plants in her garden, to the sweet and wild
creatures that creep and peek around the edges of
everyday human life, trailing magic with them.
At Paperblanks we celebrate the wealth of talent
found in Canadian artists. You can ﬁnd out more
about Tracy Walker and her work at
tracywalkerart.com.
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tracy walker’s animal friends formats

Baby Elephant Midi

3552-7
3553-4

||*

Mother Robin Midi

3555-8

|-

Baby Elephant Mini

3597-8
3598-5

||*

Mother Robin Mini

3600-5

|-

Mister Fox Midi

3554-1

|-

Whale and Friend Midi

3556-5
3557-2

||*

Mister Fox Mini

3599-2

|-

Whale and Friend Mini

3601-2
3602-9

||*

tracy walker’s animal
friends display
320 × 330 × 220 MM (H × W × D)

This playful corrugated display highlights the
characters of Tracy Walker’s Animal Friends.
It holds 16 journals (up to 24 with insert removed).
DY0949 – Tracy Walker’s Animal Friends Display
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Special Edition
rodin’s 100th
anniversary
Auguste Rodin (1840–1917) was one of the art
world’s original bad boys. His masterful bronze and
marble ﬁgures made him one of the most famous
and controversial artists of the 19th century. He left
behind the traditional realms of mythology and
allegory to celebrate individual character. Both
revered and reviled for his innovative departures
from the conventional poses and gestures, he often
left his achingly beautiful ﬁgures unﬁnished. The
powerful sense of incompletion in his work became
a hallmark of the abstract sculptural forms of the
20th century.
This year marks an especially signiﬁcant point in
Rodin’s legacy – that of the 100th anniversary of his
death. To honour this larger-than-life artist we have
brought his handwriting back to our Paperblanks
collection. Featuring a note originally oﬀered as our
Rodin, Letter to Rilke journal, this Special Edition
design also showcases his iconic statue The Thinker
on the back cover.

key features
• The Thinker sculpture shown on back cover
• Elegant clasp closure
• Red satin ribbon marker
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special edition formats

Rodin’s 100th
Anniversary Ultra

4384-3
4385-0

||*

Rodin’s 100th
Anniversary Midi

4386-7
4387-4

||*

rodin’s 100th anniversary display
The Rodin’s 100th Anniversary Display is oﬀered as a part of our new
Mix and Match Corrugated Display system. It holds up to 14 Ultra and
Midi journals. Please see pages 8–9 for details.
DY0871 (base) and DY0888 (header)
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Mix and Match Corrugated Displays
Our new Mix and Match Corrugated Displays are the perfect way to
maximise your countertop and tabletop space. With multiple header
options available, you can easily promote a special new collection or
seasonal item without ordering an entirely new display.
To begin, simply order the Corrugated Display Base and Header of your
choice, either Black or Grey to complement your in-store décor. These
displays come with the colour-coordinated Paperblanks Script header,
and the specialised headers can be added to your order using the
individual item codes.
These displays hold 16 to 24 books, depending on the formats
presented. Mix and Match Corrugated Displays oﬀer maximum
flexibility to suit your store’s needs and customers.

paperblanks mix and match
display – black

paperblanks mix and match
display – grey

320 × 330 × 220 MM (H × W × D)

320 × 330 × 220 MM (H × W × D)

BASE + HEADER

BASE + HEADER

DY0871

DY0963
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Mix and Match Corrugated Displays
rodin’s 100th
anniversary header
190 × 330 MM (H × W)

DY0888

black display header –
script
190 × 330 MM (H × W)

This header is included as part of the
Mix and Match Corrugated Display – Black
*No need to order separately
DY0871

black display header –
alternate

mix and match display –
rodin combination

190 × 330 MM (H × W)

DY0918

embellished
manuscripts music
header
190 × 330 MM (H × W)

DY0901

grey display header –
script
190 × 330 MM (H × W)

This header is included as part of the
Mix and Match Corrugated Display – Grey
*No need to order separately
DY0963

mix and match display –
music combination
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Visual Barcode Index
Page 5
MIDI

Ë|xHSLENJy735 27z
Ë|xHSLENJy735 34z
3552-7

-

3553-4

*

Page 5
MINI

Ë|xHSLENJy735 58z
3555-8

Page 7
ULTRA
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-

3598-5

*

3600-5

Ë|xHSLENJy743843z
Ë|xHSLENJy743850z
-

4385-0

*

- lined * unlined

Page 7
MIDI

Page 5
MIDI

Ë|xHSLENJy743867z
Ë|xHSLENJy743874z
4386-7

-

4387-4

*

Ë|xHSLENJy7359 2z

-

Page 5
MIDI

-

Page 5
MINI

4384-3

Ë|xHSLENJy735 41z
3554-1

Ë|xHSLENJy7360 5z

-

Page 5
MIDI

Ë|xHSLENJy735978z
Ë|xHSLENJy735985z
3597-8

3599-2

-

Page 5
MINI

Ë|xHSLENJy735 65z
Ë|xHSLENJy735 72z
3556-5

-

3557-2

*

Page 5
MINI

Ë|xHSLENJy736012z
Ë|xHSLENJy736029z
3601-2

-

3602-9

*
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